
 

 

 

Abstract— In data grid, users need a great deal of stored data all 

over the geographical environment. Using propagation function 

caused different numbers of an existing file allover the system. As a 

result, user directed to the nearest version for reaching information. 

This is an important point that produced versions placed in which 

sites and where in distributed system. Selecting suitable place for 

versions made it possible to use versions which had less efficiency 

and accessibility time. In this study, an efficient method presented for 

selecting the best place for created versions in data grid by using 

firefly algorithm. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

RID technology which its first steps have been taken 

from 1996 for the next generation internet, is the result of 

cooperative efforts of America state, universities, 

scientific centers and also individual companies. This 

phenomenon with the best and fast quest possibilities, very 

high speed and strong possibilities for all types of scientific 

research considered as a competent alternative of internet. 

Internet network provides processed information to the people 

but Girl gives raw information, computing power, sensors and 

laboratory systems and indeed Grid, converted internet from a 

static environment to a programmable and dynamic 

environment. In the other hand, Grid Technology, In contrast 

web which is a service for exchanging information in Internet 

is a software service for sharing computing power and data 

storage space between computers connected to the internet 

and its final target is creating a global broad computing and 

information.  

Computing Grid, for the first time, presented about 

distributed resource and solved complicated problems in 

dynamic environment for scientific problems. [1] Grid is a 

heterogeneous distributed environment. Computing Grid is a 

software and hardware ultra structure which provides cheap 

comprehensive and stable availability to the existing 

computing resources in the network in descriptions which 

presented later by different people for Grid. Resource 

subscription problem and problem solving considered in Grid. 
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The most important problem which proposde here is about 

resource subscription. It must be noted that resource 

subscription not means direct file exchange but the possibility 

of easy availability to the network computers and using 

computing power and other feasibilities which themselves 

tended subscribing, have been considered. [2] 

In this study, data Grid investigated and new method 

proposed for file management and placing version by the 

purpose of increasing efficiency and certainty ability in data 

Grid.  

II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

In Grid, in addition to users, jobs also need different data 

accessibility. Nay work in could be the applicant of several 

files. Certainly, if requested work was in local place, means in 

the site, response time will be zero. Otherwise, requested file 

must be transferred from the site to the requested place. In [3] 

three algorithms introduced for data placement problem: 

1) Greedy Algorithm: In this method, any time a version 

selected until optimal solution has been found. In the first 

step, any site evaluated individually and the site selected by 

the less cost (TC1) then, second version selected by 

comparing with the first version and finally (TC2) becomes 

minimal. The process continued until j was found in away that 

(TCj- jctcjtl 1<TC). Final cost equals Tcj and j is the number 

of versions.  

2) Centralized area Algorithm. This algorithm just 

differentiated in selecting the best candidate of any step by 

greedy method. In this method, existing traffic of any site 

calculated in its site neighborhood. Then, sites determined by 

the most numbers of requests and its final cost have been 

calculated (TC1)  .Then operated as greedy algorithm output 

density maximum Algorithm: In this method, sites selected by 

maximum density and in any stage, final cost calculated. This 

operation repeated until reaching a special condition.  

In [4] without considering storage resource cost of different 

networks (loop, tree, …) optimal algorithm and efficiency 

presented for data placement and in (s) dynamic method 

presented based on availability weight of any version. Chang 

prioritized any version according to a weigh and by this Idea 

files used more previously, will be applied more now. We 

have two types of propagation in Grid, static and dynamic.  

 

A. Static propagation 

The purpose static propagation is load balance optimization 

and certain ability which propagated in different places during 

data initiation and will not change by load amount alteration. 
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Grid environment is a dynamic one and static method is not 

optimal in this environment. But used due to its algorithm 

facility.  

B. Dynamic propagation 

In dynamic method, Because existing resources considered 

as a current mode as a result, it is more efficient than static 

method. But due to its foundation complexity, haven’t been 

much used. In this mode, Decision making for data 

propagation operations based on factors such as: file size, 

network delay, system certain liability, network band and 

network delays and in [6] for both compound of greedy and 

genetic methods have been used 

C. Firefly optimization algorithm 

Firefly Algorithm is a type of algorithm obtained from 

nature and collective smart algorithm which presented by 

yang (2008), this algorithm is a modern technique based on 

collective behaviors which inspired from firefly collective 

intelligence is a type of artificial intelligence method social 

behaviors in the nature based on collective behaviors in 

neutralized and self-organized foundations. Fireflies generate 

rhythmic and short beams. Optical patterns of each firefly 

differentiated form others. Fireflies used these beams for two 

reasons. 1- pairs attraction process. 2- for attracting hunt. 

More over, these beams used as a protectino Mechanism for 

fireflies.  Rhythmic beams and rate of radiation and interval 

rate between light signals caused two genders attract each 

other. Any particle of a firefly in multidimensional quest 

space updated by absorbing dynamically based on a 

knowledge of firefly and its neighbors.  

Firefly optimization algorithm could be stated as follows: [7] 

 all fireflies are single- gender and the factor of pairs 

attractiveness considered not relating to their gender.  

 firefly x attracts all fireflies and attracted for all 

fireflies.  

 attractiveness related to their glow. So for any pair of 

firefly, a worm with less light attracted toward a 

worm with more light. Attractiveness power related 

to their beam and the light intensity decreased by 

increasing the distance between two fireflies. If a 

firefly is not brighter than the others, their movement 

will be performed randomly.  

 brighter firefly moves randomly (all fireflies could not 

attract them). 

 firefly brightness determined by objective function 

value. Problem, light intensity could be determined 

easily by target function.  

 firefly particles randomly distributed in quest space 

based on above principles, two main part existed in 

firefly algorithm, attracting firefly and movement 

toward attracted firefly. 

  

General form of firefly algorithm has been shown in the 

fig.1. 

As we can sees in the figure, at first, primary coordination 

and light intensity rate and the distance between firefly 

particles determined in quest area. Quest procedure in firefly 

algorithm is that any firefly compared with all of the other 

ones individually. If any firefly has less light than the 

compared one, will more toward a firefly with more light (the 

problem of finding maximum point) and this process caused 

particles centralized around a particle with more light and if in 

the next generation of algorithm, there is a particle with more 

light, particles again will move toward particle with more 

light. Quest stages must be generated relating to maximum 

number of generation. 

 

Firefly algorithm 

Initialize algorithm parameters: 

MaxGen:the maximum number of generations 

Objective function of f(),where x=(x1,….,xd)T 

Generate initial population of fireflies or 

xi(i=1,2,...,n) 

Define light intensity of Ii at xi via f (Xi) 

While(t<MaxGen) 

    For i=1 to n (all n fireflies); 

    For j=1 to n (all n fireflies) 

If (Ij>Ij),move firefly i towards j;end if 

Attractiveness varies with distance r via Exp[ɤr2]; 

Evaluate new solutions and update light intensity; 

           End for j; 

       End for i; 

Rank the fireflies and find the current best; 

End while; 

Post process results and visualization; 

End procedure. 

  
Fig. 1 firefly algorithm quasi- code 

 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

Suppose that Grid environment existed with the following 

elements and parameters: 

 M: The site with computing elements and separated 

storing in an election network with p2p topology. 

 Si; th rate of site(i)storing capacity (k=i<=M)i 

 C(i,j) the cost of relation between Site i to sit 

c(j)=c(i,j)=(i) 

 N The file with the names o1 , o2 , … oN and volumes 

O1, O2, … ok and (1<=k<=N) 

Rik: number of site I requests for reading the file k.  

Wik: number of site I requests for writing over fill k.  

Pk: of any file there are several versions in the sites and main 

version of the file ok has been shown with pk.  

RSk: per any version ok, the information has been shown by 

RSk.  

In order to have compatible process among versions, and due 

to the change of ok version, alterations sent to pk and then 

operated from pk toward other versions.  

Sik: the closest site costly consisted of ok version toward site i 
  

A. Cost function calculation 

Suppose that Grid environment was a M & N Matrix shape  

A) Xik=I, if main version existed in site i. 

B) Xik=0 , if main version didn’t exist in Site i.  

In order to find an appropriate and optimal method in relation 

costs, cost function calculation will be very important.  
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Our purpose is reaching the least final cost which will be as 

follows: 

 Minimize TC X                                                    (1) 

Here, there are two limitations for the Matrix X.  

Total files volume and existing versions in site I should not be 

more than site I capacity. 

 (2) 

therefore, the cost of reading and writing regarding to RS will 

be as follows. [8] 

pk 1 1X forall k n    (3) 

 (4) 

 (5) 

Equation (4) showed all files final costs of readings in 

Grid theatrically. 

Note; site ski responses reading applications which have the 

least cost. And we supposed by the closest node costly.  

In equation (5) writing cost consisted two stages. Part one, 

writing in PK and part two, the cost of publication from Pk to 

all sites consisted of (ok) versions. 

TC(RS)=R(RS)+W(RS) (6) 

B. Proposed algorithm code 

Fig.2 proposed algorithm initiated by an initial population 

that any of these particles showed a solution. In the end, 

creating a solution generated until a sedfecede time expired. 

During any generation particles superiority has been found 

particles in any generation obtained the best places by using 

their personal experience and collective intelligence. Finally, 

any particle revealed its place by any load Here, in order to 

satisfy the constraints, adjustment function has been used. 

Adjustment algorithm code has been shown in figure.3. 

finally, the best particle selected as the best solution.  

 

Particle firefly() 

{   

     For (p=1 ; p<= swarm-size;p++) 

             { 

    Generate particle Xp randomly   

    Generate initial xij  

Xp= adjustment(Xp)  } 

  Do { 

     For each particleXp { 

  Calculate fitness value of Xp using 1 

If fitness value is better then the best fitness value                    

                        } 

Choose the particle with the best fitness value  

For each particle Xp { 

 Generate particle xij  

Update particle position 

Xp= adjustment(Xp) 

} 

} 

While (one of the termination  condition  is not satisfied) 

Return best particle 

} 

 

Fig. 2 Proposed quasi – code. 

 

Particle adjustment (particle Xp) 

   For each file 

   j=(((p(k)-1)*N)+k);   

      Xpj=1; 

   } 

s=1; 

for each site i { if constraint no satisfy 

    j=(((i-1)*N)+1); 

    g=i*N; 

    while j<=g 

        if((a(j)==1)&&(i~=p(j-(i*N)+N))) 

            calculate ∆ci(j-iN+N) 

            diff1(s)=ch; 

            diff2(s)=j; 

            s=s+1; 

        end 

    end 

end 

sort(diff1) 

    while sum<=s(h) 

        j=diff2(s1); 

        x(j)=0; 

        s1=s1+1; 

    end 

end 

Fig. 3 adjustment Algorithm. 
 

IV. SIMULATION 

Method of showing ability of an algorithm according to 

the other algorithm is evaluating that algorithm with other 

ones.  

This process performed by the aid of simulation. In this 

study, MATLAB   sncwtfod  used for simulation. We compare 

our algorithm other same ones by using propagation such as 

genetic and pso. Simulated Data have 10 to 150 nodes. 

Network structure is E- shape and cost of nodes is between 1 

to 10 which shows the interval between packets for reaching 

the objective. The least value of files were 2 k byte and the 

greatest one considered 7 megabyte.  

Variable process numbers were between 50 to 450. initial site 

considered randomly and files volume considered 25% to 

90%.  
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Fig. 4 Rate of final cost optimization with different sizes networks.  

 

    Figure.4 Results of mentioned algorithm simulations in 

networks showed with different size.  

 

 
Fig. 5 Rate of algorithm final efficiency in different networks. 

 

    Figure 5 shows middle rate of efficiency for mentioned 

algorithm in different modes with various parameters. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

    Some of active experts in this field believe that Grid 

technology accounted as the second chance of internet and 

developed very fast and everyday new Issues proposed for this 

Issue or expanded existing discussions. Date generation in 

distributed system is a method which ensured these systems 

efficiency optimization. In Data generation, we need number 

and place of versions determination. In this study, by using 

cost-based method,   td present a new algorithm. Supposed 

algorithm presents more optimized results for investigated 

algorithm. 
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